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March 18, 2014
● Around midnight, students and activists started to 
storm into and occupy the main chamber of Taiwan's 
Legislature.

● The chamber was transformed into a theater of protest 
for several weeks; events were streamed live.

● The movement has been instrumental in delaying the 
passing of the Cross-Strait Service Trade Agreement 
(CSSTA) by the ruling party at the legislature, and in 
increasing public awareness of various issues in trade 
negotiation.

● https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sunflower_Student_Movement



"Occupy Taiwan Legislature by VOA (1)" by Voice of America 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Occupy_Taiwan_Legislature_by_VOA_(1).jpg



"Occupy Taiwan Legislature by VOA (8)" by Voice of America 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Occupy_Taiwan_Legislature_by_VOA_(8).jpg

專訪 LIVE阿北熱血轉播 |即時新聞 | 20140328 |蘋果日報
http://www.appledaily.com.tw/realtimenews/article/new/20140328/368726/



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uYcAQ5JS8G0



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zZ7rv3KqisQ



An Archive for 
The 318 Civil Movement 

● Historians at Academia Sinica arranged to 
acquire artifacts from the chamber when 
students decided to evacuate.

● Thousands of art works and notes have been 
digitized. Are these orphan works?

● More videos and photos were acquired. CC0?

● Goals: Collecting and preserving the artifacts 
not only for the purpose of future research, 
but also for deepening collective memories 
about this contemporary/historical event.
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Identification of Works

● The public can search the archive to 
identify works of their own

● Self certification of authorship
● Change in the copyright status of a work

– Unknown Copyrights Status
– Copyrights Claimed and Reserved
– Publicly Licensed (Creative Commons Licensed)
– Dedicated to the Public Domain

● Example



If this is your
work, click here
 to identify it.  



The name to be used for attribution



Declaration and License Agreement;
 To Be Signed and Send Back



License: CC BY 3.0 TW
Attribution: trc
Status: Publicly Licensed



http://public.318.io

● An archive designed to encourage public 
participation in order to deepen 
collective memories of contemporary events

– Identification of (orphan) works

– Publicity rights, privacy, and other legal 
matters in making public (orphan) works  

– “Terms of Use” for a contemporary archive

– To do: Communal transcription and 
annotation, and more
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